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ter and Christmas) represent the most beauti

ful time of the year. W e w ait for them impa

tiently in order to give and receive gifts, and 

to be w ith our loved ones. A lthough for some 

as they used to have, for multinational com

panies they tend to become more and more 

an important business opportunity, an acerb 

competition for conquering market suprema

cy. H olidays have alw ays been of large social 

importance. Even in ancient times, commu

nity leaders used to “get dow n” among the 

nections w ith them, and to show  their pow er 

and greatness. Today, more and more com

panies give small parties for their employ

ees at the end of the year or on Easter on the 

ployees. In the search for various occasions 

for communication, for promoting their im

age, companies have started to even enter ar

eas w hich until not long ago used to be a part 
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gious or traditional holidays, various names 

days etc. which not long ago used to be cel

ebrated rather in family or with close friends, 

have become in the last decay events mark

ic message for the holiday, to an entire sig

naling system regarding the moment in in

means for increasing visibility, to which com

panies allocate larger and larger resources.

That is why we consider important to 

bring to discussion a tool used by all company 

managers but in the same time avoided and 

used by companies upon various traditional 

liteness rules impose for greeting cards to be 

sent to business partners, collaborators, cli

ents and even employees. Some managers 

ask themselves if it is useful to send greet

ing card on birthdays or name days of their 

business partners or employees. Although 

this would mean both a financial and time ef

fort, we consider that on a long run the gain 

for the company is proportional to the invest

ment. Why? Because they represent a way 

reinforcing the relations with business part

ners. They  allow for positive association by 

moments. In this respect, it is important for 

any company to have a updated data base, 

in order for the greeting card to not become a 

communication error. 

In order to ensure a better understand

ing of its function and role in communication, 

we will recall for a number of milestones in 

the history of printed greeting card, so that to 

underline the senses added in current usage, 

It appears that the custom of sending 

greeting cards is quite old. In ancient China, 

Chinese used to send greeting cards contain

ing good wishes, on the occasion of the N ew 

Year. Ancient Egyptians also were sending 

small greetings to each other, yet on papyrus. 

The oldest greeting card dates back in 1400 

until in 1800s. It was pretty expensive to send 

a greeting card at that time, and that is why 

such was the privilege of the rich. The tradi

tion of Christmas cards originates in England 

by the middle 19th century.

Predecessors to Christmas cards are con

sidered special letters sent to the loved ones 

in the eve of winter holidays by the boys who 

were being educated in internship schools, 

far from home. These letters, named “Christ

mas Pieces” were particularly laborious and 

proved to the parents how well their children 

had learned to write and draw throughout 

the school year. 

The first mass marketed greeting cards 

appeared in 1843. The English business man 

Sir Henry Cole, too occupied in order to write 

traditional letters to his friends and business 

partners, asked the well known London art

ist J.C. Horsley to draw a greeting card which 

was then printed in black and white and col

ored by hand. The suggestive drawing was 

accompanied by the text “A M erry Christmas 

and a Happy N ew Year to You” (the original 

is exposed at V ictoria and Albert M useum in 

London). A total of 1000 copies were made 

and sold by a shilling a piece. The idea was 

taken over by other traders also, so that by 

1860 Christmas cards were produced and 

sold on a quite large scale.

In the U SA the first Christmas and N ew 

Year greeting cards were made by a G erman 
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lithograph Louis Prang in 1860. They had 

a simple design and the greeting “Merry 

Christmas”, they were colored and represent

ed scenes from winter tales. As time passed 

by, the habit of sending greeting cards on 

various occasions developed throughout the 

world, becoming a real industry.

As it is known, in our country the first 

illustrated greeting cards occurred in the 

second half of the 19th century. In develop

ing the cards industry an essential role was 

played by “private enterprisers”, who in

troduced a significant number of illustrated 

greeting cards in the postal circuit (especially 

on Christmas, Easter and New Year). How

ever, time has transformed greeting cards 

in a genuine epoch document, remaining an 

open window towards the world of knowl

edge. We are in the 21st century, the century 

of mobile telecommunications, fax, Internet, 

and classic correspondence by means of let

ters and greeting cards has unfortunately be

come unfashionable. Who today has the plea

sure of writing down on a piece of paper a 

few greeting words for the loved ones and 

then of taking it to the postal office? Maybe 

to use the Internet and who are still living 

with the nostalgia of the times when send

ing a greeting card meant correct wording, 

choosing the right word, because they were 

out in the view and anyone could read them.  

The material support of the greeting card de

termines a way of writing, so that the free

dom of expression, independency of the rhet

oric plan should be reconsidered.

 Nowadays, a few tens of billion greet

ing cards are sold each year worldwide and 

that given the fact that the ever growing of

fensive from the electronic version is becom

ing obvious.

As a general tendency we can say that 

printed greeting cards are becoming more 

communication, whilst its electronic form 

sonal communication.

In the following we will try to discuss 

the reasons for such tendency. 

Printed Greeting Card versus 

Electronic Greeting Card

According to statistics, during the 

past years the evolution of printed greet

ing cards sales has registered a transforma

tion tool.

known book shop in Bucharest said in an ar

year on Christmas 10,000 greeting cards were 

sold, out of which most of them were pur

chased by companies. This shows that in in

are more and more replaced by SMS, MMS 

es. We live in the speed century, in the era 

of advanced technologies, so that Internet 

has become a daily instrument, almost indis

pensable relating with time and space. 

We can notice that in our country also 

more companies are using the electronic ver

is really diversified and attractive, because 

they are usually for free and comfortable to 

use. Situations however exist in which com

panies forget to send greeting cards and they 

choose in the last minute the electronic form 

– better than nothing.
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The question is why most companies 

still prefer the formula of printed greeting 

cards. There are at least two answers for this 

question:

pose for printed greeting cards to be sent by 

post or courier, and using more comfortable 

as a symbol of lack of respect.

Secondly, transmitted in physical 

form, greeting cards become a way of mak

sides its protocol function the greeting card 

also has the function of providing a way of 

ings. In other words, we are referring to its 

company image promotion function, cor

responding to a general tendency by which 

greeting cards have become rather a brand 

communication tool, than as shown in its his

That is why most companies are print

ing special editions of greeting cards the de

sign of which is ordered to more and more 

numerous advertising agencies. These agen

cies are receiving an increasing number of or

ders for greeting cards in “business class”, of 

a more elegant tone, with quality finish lines 

and special colors, which brings them out of 

anonymity.

The problem occurring is that of choos

ing the visual elements, representing the key 

of the greeting card. In this respect, we can 

notice two major tendencies:

The first one is the one by which the 

company makes a choice regardless the type 

of holiday (Easter of Christmas), elements 

which are very close to its identity. This is the 

case of companies using as key image of the 

greeting cards the logo or colors represent

ing them. The only interventions recalling 

the context of offering the greeting card are 

Christmas the greeting card shows the logo 

transformed into a globe, and in the case of 

the Easter greeting card – by the presence of 

cuts suggesting the form of an egg. This type 

of greeting cards is gaining more and more 

land on the market.

The second refers to greeting cards that 

are extremely focused on the religious con

text and which only tangential get in touch 

with brand identity elements. This is the case 

of a greeting card of a profoundly religious 

nature sent by a well known institution on 

Easter last year, printed on manually made 

special paper. The greeting card presented 

the image of Jesus Christ, actually represent

ing an icon.

Another greeting card of this type, sent 

by the state president on the Easter also a 

few years ago represented a glass icon, enti

tled “Jesus agony”, today one of the valuable 

pieces of the Brukental museum in Sibiu.

The problem with sending this kind of 

greeting cards is very delicate, because the 

rapport between  the receiver and the greet

ing card is extremely special, dictated by 

its content. If most usual greeting cards are 

thrown away after a while, such greeting 

cards impose a certain attitude arising from 

our religious belief.

there are some companies and even institu

tions which take upon a neutral form, so that 

various religious groups would not be dam

aged by the Christian content of the greeting 

cards. Thus, the formula of Merry Christmas 

or Happy Easter has been replaced by Happy 

Holidays. Under this circumstances, we must 

recall that a few years ago the White House 

officially announced that it renounced the 
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traditional greeting of Merry Christmas,    re

placing by a more general (formal) formula 

Happy Holidays.

However, we consider that the greeting 

cards referring to the Easter or Christmas (as 

theme) produce more joy, have a larger im

pact over those receiving them, because as we 

all know, Easter and Christmas, at least in the 

case of the R omanians are the most impor

tant religious holidays. Nonetheless, regard

less the chosen greeting card, the tone, the 

addressing manner (the second person in sin

gular or politeness plural) are different from 

one addressee to the other, depending on the 

business relation between the two parties.

Also, there should be remembered 

that these printed greeting cards should be 

signed by hand by the one sending them and 

that they should even have a few words writ

ten by hand, so that to make communication 

closer and to eliminate the series sensation; 

even the address on the envelope should be 

written by hand, avoiding the printed labels. 

Time might be saved by such, but potential 

business partners can be lost.

Another tendency that can be noticed 

days is that of giving “weight” to the greet

promotional materials. Generally their con

tent is decided by the communication de

partment of each company, depending on 

its specificity and marketing strategy, as ap

proved for that respective period. Usually, 

a budget is established within the limits of 

O ne can even speak of a number “fashion” 

trends that existed on the R omanian market 

in respect with types of materials selected by 

companies. While a decade ago writing ob

jects, calendars represented favored presents, 

nowadays due to the occurrence of more spe

jects accompanying the greeting card can be 

noticed. Lately, the habit also occurred of of

fering baskets with traditional products, spe

cific to the respective holiday (pound cakes, 

ginger bread, red eggs, Easter cake, choco

able” present for foreign partners was the 

“R omanian Spirit” box, containing CD s with 

songs from the R omanian culture and a small 

bottle with our traditional drink.

In the same time, in other countries the 

practice exists of offering baskets with olive 

oil, cheese, etc. elements which in our country 

are considered to be of a too personal nature 

and which are therefore hardly assimilated to 

the promotional or traditional presents.

potential mistakes or communication errors 

in case a certain company decides upon mak

ing presents which do not correspond to the 

relation habits in that respective country. 

companying the greeting card can lead to 

very expensive presents or on the contrary 

ones without esthetic value can damage the 

relation with the addressee and that is why 

agerial team to make the best decisions and 

even to include the objects accompanying the 

tion strategy.

of purchasing and distributing the greeting 

cards and the presents accompanying them 

should be started two or three months in 

advance, because many agencies providing 

such presents often finish their stocks long 

before the holidays. Also, free days marking 

the religious holidays are most times the rea
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son why sending the greeting cards must be 

scheduled so that the said to reach their ad

dressee before the short vacations for holi

days.

It is known that the courier market has 

strongly developed in Romania and that 

more and more companies call for these com

the employees, clients, business partners etc. 

The first step to these measures is commu

nicating with the courier company, in order 

to establish the details regarding the quanti

ty and type of deliveries, packaging modal

ity. Moreover, the sender should choose ad

equate packages, because many gifts call for 

special attention.

Either sent personally, by courier or by 

post, greeting cards and presents accompany

ing them should achieve their purpose aimed 

by the communication specialists, namely of 

best portraying the company, its values and 

tastes. Also, there should not disregarded the 

fact that politeness rules impose that for any 

received greeting card, one should answer ei

ther in written or by phone.

Traditional holidays are also a good oc

in order to collect amounts of money for char

ity purposes and to which usually there are 

invited TV stations, journalists, VIPs. In the 

end, this is also about promoting the compa

raised of regulating the tax on promotional 

materials, which would lead to a change in 

the policy of offering presents accompanying 

the process of regulating is finished on a na

tional level, and financial departments will 

consider their budgetary consequences. The 

practice on a global level has demonstrated 

however the importance of these presents in 

quently we do not believe that these legisla

tive measures will influence the amount or 

frequency in making holiday presents.

In conclusion, there can be said that 

printed greeting cards sent upon religious 

holidays are becoming more and more a way 

same time they are a way of strengthening in

have an important role in reflecting our beau

tiful feelings, without excessively subjecting 


